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While not too well-versed in the world of makeovers on a personal scale, I have to admit 
that I am a big fan of them in my work world. Whenever our core software product 
CU*BASE gets a facelift, or our online documentation is refreshed with new styles and 
skins, or even when we re-brand our logo for a special event, I feel a renewed energy and 
drive to focus on making the internal components of our products and services match the 
fresh outward appearance.  
 
With that said, you may be able to infer what the theme of this release is – a continued 
freshness and modernity in our toolsets that breathes new life into the Analytics Booth 

products. This release in particular focuses on bringing our dashboards up to the new standards, in both aesthetic and 
navigation qualities, as well as introducing some new features and capabilities that increase the deliverability of these 
valuable data mining and analysis tools. Some key improvements we’ve focused on include, 

• New export options for graphing 
• Upgraded tables, filtering, and display qualities 
• New columns of data, including a month-by-month breakdown of the last 10 years in the 10 Year Trends dashboard 
• And new search and selection capabilities to fine tune your data 

My team and I have been working hard this year to create a standard that we can apply to all of our current dashboards, 
and those that are in development for the future. As you’ll see in the release notes below, we’ve made these updates to the 
Interest Loan Accruals, Dividend Accruals Shares and Certificates, the 3 Year Balance Comparison, and 10 Year 
Trends, to join the already refreshed Loan, Savings, and Certificate Portfolios. In a future release, we’ll tackle the Tiered 
Services Comparison and the Online Banking Optics dashboards to complete the sprint.  

We hope that you enjoy these updates as much as we do, and we can’t wait to catch up with you in a training session – see 
below for registration information.  

 
 
 
 

 

Wednesday, June 8 @ 3:00 – 4:00 PM ET 
Wednesday, June 22 @ 3:00 – 4:00 PM ET 

  

Release Release Audience Release Date Publication Date 

AB_22.06 All Subscribers June 19, 2022 June 6, 2022 

Exploring the Release with Josh Peacock  
Asterisk Intelligence Product Development Manager/Business Development  

 

Training and Information Sessions 
Join the Asterisk Intelligence team for a web-hosted release review 

 

 
Features and Services Upgrade 
 

https://www.cuanswers.com/resources/edu/courses/syllabi/?course=SE.2022.33
https://www.cuanswers.com/resources/edu/courses/syllabi/?course=SE.2022.34
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Updates to the Accruals Dashboards, 3 Year Balance Comparison, and 10 Year 
Trends: Applying Standards, New Filter Grouping, and Enhanced Graphing  
 
We’ve continued to upgrade our dashboard suite with the new dashboard standards that we introduced in the last release, 
including new charting, and an updated, modern interface. We’ve also added additional filtering options to all dashboards. 
The 10 Year Trends dashboard received an upgrade with new columns and even more data points. Read on for what you 
can expect with the changes in this release: 

New Interactive Data Table Interface 
The new standard charting that we are applying throughout the dashboards comes with a sleek interface; each column is 
sortable using the up/down sort indicators in the column headers. We’ve reordered the columns to follow the logical sense 
with the math, putting the most frequently analyzed columns first. With this new charting option, achieving a graph 
becomes a one-click process, by simply selecting the graphing icon from the code column. Finally, a new search field has 
been added to allow users to find exactly what they need within the data table. 

More Points of Data Plus More Visual Charting in Graphing Updates 
Moving on to the new graphing, more points of data are now easily visible and accessible with a hover or a click. The 
graphs are also more complete, featuring a header and footer to distinguish the graph – even better for direct insertion in 
your board packet! Included in the graphing package is the ability to select an additional data point to add to the graph. 
We recommend using the filter options to select the codes that you would like to view, then using the Additional Data 
Point drop down to select an additional line of data for the graph.  
 
Updated Filtering Selection and Display 
The filtering capabilities have received a major upgrade in this release. When selecting the Filter button at the top of the 
dashboard, a pop-up screen will appear, allowing users the ability to search for selected GLs, use multi-select to choose 
multiple criteria, or select all/clear all choices. Additionally, you can view only the selected filters by using the Show 
Selected option in the filter screen.  

 
 
Updated Filter and Header Selection Area 
As introduced in the last release, the heading area of each graph is more aesthetic and succinct. Additionally, the Filter 
now allows for multi-select, allowing users to select multiple codes or categories. This new ability allows subtotaling 
selected groups of items. When filtering, selections will be shown in the top section of the dashboard, to view, hover over 
the link to see the selected groups or GLs.  

 
 

In This Release  
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10 Year Trends and 3 Year Balance Comparison Dashboard Upgrades 
Both the 10 Year Trends and 3 Year Balance Comparison dashboards got a performance boost this release, with 
decreased load times for quicker data on the go. Both dashboards also received the aforementioned new filtering 
capabilities, and new filter grouping.  
 
10 Year Trends: New Columns and Data Sets 
This sleek dashboard got an update with new sortable data columns that show a month-by-month of the previous ten 
years automatically, showing the complex breakdowns of the change from previous month, the balance, and the change 
percentage. Select any graphing icon next to the month to view the charting analysis.  

 
10 Year Trends: New Bar Graph On-Demand  
A new quick-view bar graph that displays the year-end balance, percent change, or net change is available at the click of 
a button! Select the graphing icon beside each option to quickly display an exportable bar graph showing the available 
data.  
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3 Year Balance Comparison: New Quick Analysis Feature 
Using the Analysis button on this dashboard will display the 3 year comparison analysis in detail, showing average 
changes, high and low balances, and quarter by quarter averages.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Navigational Dropdown Menu for Easy Dashboard Access 
 
Sometimes the simple enhancements are the ones that go straight to the top of 
our favorites list, and this one does just that. We’ve added a dropdown navigation 
menu to easily traverse the Dashboards without retuning to the home page each 
time! Once you’ve entered a dashboard, simply select the downward arrow and 
choose to navigate to your next dashboard, or return home. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Not an Analytics Booth Subscriber? Sign Up Today! 
https://store.cuanswers.com/store/asterisk-intelligence/analytics-booth/ 

 

 ai@cuanswers.com 
1-800-327-3478 x870 

cuanswers.com/solutions/asterisk-intelligence/ 
 

https://store.cuanswers.com/store/asterisk-intelligence/analytics-booth/
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